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1 Overview

VideoReDo Plus Overview

Learn how to use VideoReDo Plus:
· Screen Layout - An overview of the VideoReDo screen.
· Getting Started - How open open files, navigate, create selections, and save your

work .
· Using Preview Mode.
· Using the thumbnail and audio graph.
· Using Ad-Detective - How to setup and run VideoReDo's computer assisted

commercial detection.
· Reference to individual dialogs .
· Keyboard shortcuts - A complete list of Keyboard shortcuts .
· How to Register Your Copy of VideoReDo.
· Getting support and help.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1 Getting Started

Overview:

Editing MPEG video is a snap with VideoReDo.  This section will take you through the
basic features and capabilities of the program.

VideoReDo works directly with compressed digital video, specifically MPEG1 and
MPEG2. It allows you to remove unwanted scenes from a video program (cutting) and
piece together scenes from multiple programs into one seamless file (joining). Since
VideoReDo works without decoding and re-encoding the source material, the original
video quality is preserved through multiple edits. Edit points are accurate to a single
frame, and, with a variety of rich navigation tools you can move quickly through your
video programs to find the exact material you want to include or exclude from your
output file.

VideoReDo will automatically fix MPEG files that contain corrupted or missing audio or
video material resulting in MPEG files that stay in sync. Should your original source
program not be in perfect audio/video sync, VideoReDo has the tools that let you adjust
the audio back into perfect synchronization.

VideoReDo Plus adds additional options such as real-time preview of your edits,
computer assisted commercial detection, and thumbnail previews.
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For additional information:
· Quick Start Guide
· Navigating the video program
· Managing selections
· Joining multiple programs together
· Getting Help

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1.1 Quick Start Guide

  Quick Start
 
This page will lead you through the most basic steps of opening, editing and saving your
video program files.

Setting the program mode:

Before you start editing your video program, you need to decide whether VideoReDo
should be run in Cut Mode or Scene Mode. The  mode is selected via a selection box
on the General Parameters option  dialog.

In Cut Mode the scenes you select will be removed or cut from the output video. For
example, lets say you have a video of a television program from which you want to
remove the commercials. Using Cut Mode you can highlight the start and end of each
commercial segment and remove them from the output file. When you initially open a
program in Cut Mode, the navigation bar will show with a green background. The green
area in the navigation bar indicates those portions of the video that will be saved when
you save your video. As you "cut" or remove sections of your program, parts of the
navigation bar will turn from green to red indicating where the cuts have been made and
that those cuts will not be saved.

In Scene Mode, only the specific scenes or segments from the program that you select
will be written to the output file. Scene mode is often used when it is easier to identify
the scenes you want to keep, such as when piecing together a video collection.

When a program is opened in Scene Mode, the navigator bar's background starts out
red, indicating that no scenes have been selected for output. Each time you select a
specific scene to output, a section of the bar will turn green indicating that it will be
included in the output file.
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The program mode option may be changed at any time, but will only take effect when a
new video program is opened.

Opening a video program file:

VideoReDo can edit MPEG1 program streams and MPEG2 program streams,
transport streams as well as VOB streams from a DVD. There are four different ways to
open a file:

1. Selecting Open Video from the File menu (shortcut key Ctrl+O). Select an
existing MPEG file from the file selection dialog.  You will note that there is an
additional combo box at the bottom of the file selection dialog which keeps a list
of recently used file folders.

2. Drag a file from the Windows File Explorer into the VideoReDo window. If
VideoReDo is not yet opened, you can also drag a file from the Windows
Explorer onto the desktop icon.

3. If VideoReDo is configured as the default application for your MPEG files, you
can automatically start VideoReDo and open a file by double clicking on it from
the Windows Explorer. You can enable this feature from the File Associations
option  dialog.

4. Selecting one of the most recently opened files listed at the bottom of the File
menu.

Navigating and selecting video segments:

The editing process consists of selecting video segments for inclusion (scene mode) or
exclusion (cut mode).

· To select a segment you start by moving the current video position to the

beginning of the desired segment and pressing .

· To mark the end of the segment, move the current video position to the end of the

segment and press, . When you press either of these buttons, a segment
indicator will appear on the navigation bar.

· Once a segment has been marked, you can elect to include it in the output video 

by pressing,  (scene mode) or exclude it by pressing, .
Pressing either of these buttons will add the selection to the selection list box on
the right.

There are many ways to navigate around your programs and we suggest you read the
navigation page  for additional details.  However, the simplest way to move through

65
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your program is to drag the upper slider close to the desired point.  Then use the lower
slider to fine tune the selection point.

Saving the edited program:

You can save the edited program by selecting "Save Video As..." from the file menu or

pressing the  button.
VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1.2 Navigating the program

  Navigating The Video Program
 
VideoReDo offers many ways of navigating through the video program.

Navigating with the mouse:

All of the VideoReDo navigation functions can be completed using the mouse. Click on
any of the controls in the picture below to view its function.

Program cursor: The program cursor  is the primary navigation tool for moving
quickly through large sections of the program. Simply place the mouse cursor anywhere
on the navigation bar and click the left mouse button. The cursor and video will jump to
the desired location. While still holding down the mouse button, drag the slider to the left
or right to zip through the video. Navigating using the program cursor will always
position the video to the nearest I-Frame. For finer movements, you will need to use the
other navigation controls.

When the video is playing, the program cursor will automatically advance with the
program time. As the cursor passes over a selected area, the selection is highlighted in
the Cut List box.
Note: Double clicking on the program cursor, while it is in within a selected area,  will
move the start and end markers to surround the selection.

Fine tuning slider: Use the fine tuning slider to move the video forward or backward
in smaller increments. Click and drag the slider to the right to advance the program, to
the left to move it backwards. By default, the slider will move the program up to 120
seconds in either direction. You can change this value on the Navigation options 
page.

55
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You can temporarily make the fine tuning slider less sensitive (i.e. more accurate) by
holding down the control and or shift buttons while moving the slider. The control and
shift buttons will reduce the range of the slider in proportion to their value.  For example,
if the shift multiplier on the Navigation options page is 2 and the slider range is ±120
seconds, then holding down the shift button will reduce the range to ± 60 seconds.
Note: Dragging the fine tuning slider with the right mouse button will give you very fine
control by limiting the range of movement to +/- one second.

Forward and Backward Movement Buttons: The three forward and backward
movement buttons will move the program ahead or backward by single frames, 30, and
120 seconds respectively. You can hold down the shift and/or control keys to increase
the amount of movement. Once again, you can set the time increments for these
controls from the Navigation options page. There are also keyboard substitutes
for these controls.

Pause / Play button: Press this button to toggle between pausing and playing.  When
the button background is yellow, the program is paused, when green the program is
playing.  You can also toggle between pause and play by clicking  the left mouse button
anywhere on the video picture itself, or simply press the  space bar.

Cursor clock: The cursor clock, in the center of the screen, indicates the position of the
program cursor in hours, minutes, seconds and frame count. This is a display-only
control. The two other clocks, without backgrounds just below the navigation bar, display
the current position of the start- and end-selection markers. Double-clicking on the
cursor clock will let you position by entering a time code.

Navigation Bar: The navigation bar is a display-only control depicting a graphical view
of your selections. Where the background is green, program material will be transferred
to the output file, where red, it won't. When you open a video file in Cut mode, the
background of the navigation bar will be entirely green indicating that the entire program
will be written unless you make selection cuts. Likewise, when you open a video file in
Scene mode, the background of navigation bar will be red indicating that nothing will
be output until you identify selections to include.
Note: When you switch into Preview Mode, the navigation bar turns purple to indicate
you are no longer in an editing mode.

Bookmark: The location of the bookmark is highlighted by the triangle symbol: . To
set the bookmark, press the "B" key or right-click to display the context-menu . You
can jump to the bookmark by pressing the "J" key or from an option on the edit- or
context-menus.

The current position of the start and end selection markers,  and  are also shown.
Please see Managing Selections for additional information on setting the selection
markers.
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Navigating with the keyboard:

Many users prefer to navigate using the keyboard instead of the mouse. One benefit of
navigating with the keyboard is that when a key is held down it automatically repeats. 
This can make scanning the program, forward or backward, at high speed a painless
process. Please see the section on keyboard substitutes  for more detail.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1.3 Managing selections

  Managing Selections
 
Selections are the fundamental building blocks of the VideoReDo editing process. With
selections, you indicate which portions of the source video program you wish to include
or exclude from the edited output. There is no limit to the number of selections you can
create during the editing process. You can also save your selections to a project file so
that they may be retrieved for additional editing in the future.

Creating selections: Creating selections is a three step process:
1. Navigate  the video to the desired start of the selection, and press the

 button. The start selection marker,  will appear at the current cursor
position. If the new selection is to the right of end selection marker, the end
selection marker will be moved to the end of the file.

 

2. Navigate  the video to the desired end of selection, and press the 

button. The end selection marker,  will appear at the current cursor position. If
the new selection end is to the left of the current start selection marker, the start
selection marker will be moved to the start of the file. 

 
3. If you are operating in Cut Mode, you create the cut selections by pressing the

 or  buttons. The Cut Selection button will mark the
area between the selection markers as the selection and add that selection to
the list of cuts on the right of the screen. Trim Unselect will add the areas
outside the selection markers to the cut list creating two new selections.  A
portion of the background on the navigator bar will be red to signify the sections
of the video program that will be cut.

Before Cut:

Cut Selection:

Trim
Unselected:

39
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If you are operating in Scene Mode, scene selections are added using the

 and  buttons. Add Selection will add the area between
the selection markers, while Add Unselect will add the areas outside the
selection markers. A portion of the navigator bar background will be green to
signify the sections of the video program that will be included in the output
program.

Before Adding :

Add Selection :

Add Unselected
:

 
4. If you have the optional Enable One-Click Selection checked on the General

Parameters  options page, the Sel. Start and Sel. End buttons will be labeled,

 and .  They function the same as described above except that
when you press Mark Out the selection is automatically Cut or Added.  This will
save you time by not having to press the Cut Selection or Add Selection
buttons.

Overlapping selections: If you attempt to create a cut or scene that overlaps a
previous selected cut or scene, the following dialog box will appear. 

Press Combine to combine the two
overlapping selections into one.

Press Replace to delete the old selection and
replace it with the new one.

or, Press Cancel to simply abort this
operation.

Note: If you have the Auto Replace Overlapping Cuts selected on the General
Parameters  options page, the new cut or scene will automatically replace the
previous overlapped one.

Deleting selections:

53
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You can delete existing selections by highlighting one or more

entries in the list box and pressing . Simply
click on an entry to turn the highlight on or off.  You can also
highlight a selection by moving the navigation cursor into an
existing selection. As the navigation cursor crosses into a selected
area, the selection in the cut/scene list is highlighted.

To select multiple selections: Hold the Shift key down to select a
range of entries, or hold the Ctrl key down to select individual
entries (as shown in the example to the left).

Pressing  will reverse all the entries in the list
box. That is, areas that were previously selected to be cut will now
be included, and those that were selected to be included will now
be cut.

 

Modifying selections:

There are times when you might want to modify the range of a selection, perhaps to add
a little more to the beginning, or take some off the end. Follow these simple steps:

1. Double-click on the selection you wish to modify either by double-clicking on the
entry in the cut/scene list or the selection itself on the navigation bar. This will
cause the selection markers on the navigator bar to be re-positioned to bracket
this selection.

 
2. To modify the start of the selection, simply use your mouse and/or keyboard

navigation options to move the program to the desired start and then press,

.You can always jump back to the current start of the selection by
pressing the S key.

To modify the end of the selection, press the E key (or use the context menu ) to
jump to the end of the section. Use the mouse or keyboard to navigate to the new

desired end and then press, .
 

3. Depending upon the mode you are in, click on the  or 
button. Since you are overlapping a previous selection, the overlapping
selections dialog  will appear.  Select Replace, and the modification is
complete.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1.4 Joining programs

  Joining Programs

46
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Joining is used to concatenate multiple video files into a single file. MPEG program
stream files are structured with a number of internal time stamps. The VideoReDo joiner
realigns these time stamps as it puts your selection of files together into one file.

The joiner is used by adding project or MPEG files to the joiner list. To add a project,
open an MPEG file or an existing VideoReDo project. Create your cut or scene list as
you normally would, but instead of saving the edits, add the open project to the joiner list
by clicking on Joiner>Add Current Project To Joiner List. You can also add multiple
multiple MPEG files or saved projects to the joiner list in one step using the Window
drag and drop feature .

Joiner Restrictions: There are a few restrictions on nature of the files that can be
joined. You will be warned if you attempt to join files that don't meet these criteria.

1. Files must be of the same type. You can only join MPEG-2 files with other MPEG-
2 files and MPEG-1 files with other MPEG-1 files.

2. Audio sample rates must be identical. You cannot join files that have different
audio characteristics. The audio bit rates may be different between files.

3. Video picture size must be the same. MPEG files can be encoded with a variety
of picture sizes (i.e. 720x480, 480x480, 640x480, ... ). The joiner will insure that
only files of the same size can be joined. The video bit rates may be different
between files.

The Joiner List: The Joiner list is the collection of video program files along with their
edit selections. Entries are added to the joiner list by selecting Add Current Project
To Joiner List from the joiner menu.  When you select this command, the current edit
project will be added to the joiner list. If, for example, you have previously selected two
scenes to cut from the program, the project being added will have the cut scenes
omitted.

If you have checked  the "Prompt For Joiner Descriptions" option in the General
Parameters dialog , a prompt will appear asking you to enter a short description to
describe this segment. You may find these descriptions useful when editing the joiner
list. The descriptions are for informational purposes only and do not affect the output in
any way.

Edit Joiner List: This command display the Joiner Edit dialog . From this dialog you
can remove or change the order of segments in the joiner project.

Create Video From Joiner List...:   Select this option to create a new video program
file from the segments listed in the joiner project.

15
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Using the joiner to improve audio synchronization: Whenever possible,
VideoReDo attempts to correct audio and video synchronization problems it detects in
the source program. However, some synchronization issues can only be corrected using
our manual synchronization adjustment . When a project is added to the joiner list, the
project's current audio/video synchronization offset is remembered by the joiner. By
default the synchronization offset is 0 meaning that the audio and video synchronization
of the source file will be used as is. However, if you change the audio synchronization
this change will persist through the joiner processing for that specific project. One use
for this feature is to correct a video program that gets progressively more and more out
of sync from beginning to end.

Adding multiple files to joiner in one step: You can add multiple MPEG files or
VideoReDo projects into the joiner by dragging multiple files from the windows file
explorer into the VideoReDo main window. Start by opening both VideoReDo and a
copy of the Windows File Explorer. In the Windows Explorer select multiple filenames
using a combination of the shift and control key. Then in one step, drag all the selected
files into the VideoReDo window. The files will be sorted by name and added to the
joiner list.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1.5 Adjusting audio levels

You can adjust the playback volume using the slider in the lower left of the screen.

You can also mute audio by clicking on the speaker symbol (or pressing the "M" key).

The volume can be raised or lowered by pressing the Shft+M to raise the volume and
Ctrl+M to lower it.

 
VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1.6 Adjust audio synchronization

  Audio Synchronization
 

You can use this dialog to alter the synchronization between
audio and video streams. This might be necessary if the
original program is out of sync.

The primary control on this dialog is the slider. It will let you alter the synchronization by
up to 1 second (1,000 Msec) in either direction. Move the slider to the left to cause the
audio to lag behind the video. If you move the slider to the right, the audio will lead the

15
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video. Most people's perception of audio synchronization is limited to about 75-150
Msec of accuracy. That is, differences less than 75 Msec are generally inaudible.

The Repeat Sel" checkbox is used to automatically repeat the current selection until the
dialog box is closed. You will find this useful when a section of video is located where
audio / video synchronization is obvious such as a close-up of people speaking or the
occurrence of a sharp sound effect. Note, you only need to set the selection markers,
you don't have to actually Cut the scene to utilize the Repeat Selection feature.

The Audio Sync Adjustment is retained after you close the dialog, but is cleared
whenever a new file is opened..

The Audio Sync Adjustment will be applied consistently across the entire file when
you save your work. If you add the current editor project to be joined with other files,
each file / project within the joiner will have its own sync adjustment. One particular use
for this is if the audio video synchronization gets progressively worse from beginning to
end of the video. In this case, you might consider separating your video into multiple
scenes and adding each scene separately, with its own Audio Sync Adjustment, to
the joiner. When you are done, create the output file via the Process / Save Joiner
List  menu command.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1.7 Using Preview Mode

  Using Preview Mode
 
VideoReDo has two modes, Edit Mode and Preview Mode. Edit mode is the default
when a file is opened and is the mode in which cuts are marked and manipulated.
Preview mode gives you an opportunity to preview your work before saving. In edit
mode, the navigation bar shows the entire original program and is colored red and
green to indicates where in the original program the marked cuts and scenes are. When
you switch to preview mode, the navigation bar switches to a purple color. In addition
the thumbnail window , if displayed, changes background color.

In preview mode, all displayed time codes are based on their position in the output file,
not the input file, and scene markers which lie in cut sections will not be visible.
Switching between modes:

You can toggle between preview and edit either by pressing the P key, or pressing

the center, film strip, section of the preview buttons: .

You can also switch from preview mode back to edit mode, by clicking on either of
the selection button:

When you switch between modes, the cut regions are transferred into diamonds on
the preview navigation bar.

13
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Jumping to the next or previous cut:
You can jump to the next or previous cut by pressing the right or left arrow of the

preview button:  or pressing the Tab or Shift+Tab key.
Automatically previewing your cuts:

VideoReDo lets you automatically preview your cuts. To enable this feature, set the
Preview Lead-in (secs) on the General Parameters option page to a non-
zero value. Then when you jump to the next or previous cut while in preview mode,
VideoReDo will automatically jump to the Lead-in seconds before the cut and start
playing.

 

 

 

 
VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1.8 Using Thumbnails

  Using the thumbnail and audio graph
 
The thumbnail and audio graph is an advanced navigation tool of VideoReDo Plus.

There are four parts to the thumbnail window. Starting from the top:
1. Cut Line: The thin red and green line at the top indicates which frames will

appear in the saved output file. Red indicates the frames will be cut, while green
indicates the frame will be included.

2. Thumbnails: The thumbnails will span the width of the application. The center
thumbnail, surrounded by a green frame corresponds to the currently displayed
frame in the main video window.

3. Audio graph: The audio graph displays the relative volume levels of the audio
stream. The graph is auto-scaling based on the displayed data and does not

53
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represent absolute audio levels. Therefore we do not recommend using the
graph to compare levels between programs or different sections of the same
program.

Note: For performance reasons, the audio graph is only displayed for thumbnail
intervals of 2 seconds or less.

4. Time code: The time code line shows the timecode for each frame. A "P" suffix
next to the time code indicates that this is a "Pseudo Frame", created for display
purposes only for 3:2 pulldown material. Edits cannot be performed on these
frames as they are generated for playback only.

Note: The audio graph and time code sections are optional and can be disabled
using the Thumbnail Options  screen.

Activating the thumbnail window:
The thumbnail can be displayed or removed either by pressing the F11 key or

clicking on View > Show Thumbnails.

Changing the thumbnail interval: One of the most powerful features of the thumbnail
window is the ability to change the interval between each thumbnail from single frame to
multiple seconds. There are 10 different interval presets which can be customized using
the Thumbnail Options  screen. To change the interval use one of the following
methods:

1. Use the + or - keys to increase or decrease the interval by one step.
2. Double-click the mouse on the center thumbnail to decrease the interval by one

step.
3. Press Ctrl+<number key> (e.g. Ctrl+0) to switch the interval to a specific step.
4. Right-click on the thumbnail window to display a menu from which you can

select a thumbnail interval:

Navigating using the thumbnail window: The the thumbnail window can be used as
a navigation tool as well.

1. Clicking on a thumbnail will cause the video to jump to that frame. If you double-
click on a thumbnail frame, VideoReDo will jump to that frame and change the
display to the next lower interval.

2. Press one of the number keys to jump to specific frame. The center frame with
the green surround corresponds to the number '5'. The frame immediately to the

19
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left is '4' the frame to the right is '6'. Likewise two frames to the left and right are
the keys '3' and '7'. You can only use the keyboard to jump the 5 frames to the left
of the current frame or 4 frames to the right of the current frame.

Thumbnails in preview mode:
The thumbnail window operates the same in preview mode with two exceptions: (1)

The background color of the thumbnail window changes and (2) the Cut Line bar
is not displayed. You can customize the background color of the thumbnail window
for both edit and preview modes using the Thumbnail Options  screen.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.1.8.1 Thumbnail Options

  Thumbnail Options
 

Thumbnails are an optional feature of VideoReDo Plus. If enabled from the View menu
(or F11 key) they will appear just below the video display. This dialog page is used to
configure operations and look of the thumbnail display:

Thumbnail Interval Seconds: The ten edit boxes in this section specify the number of
seconds between each thumbnail image. For single frame intervals, use '0'. Decimal
values are allowed, for example using 0.50 seconds to display thumbnails at 1/2 second
intervals. To display a different thumbnail interval use one of the following: the
ctrl+<number> key, the "+" or "-" key, or right click on the thumbnail window and choose
an interval from the displayed context menu.

19
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Background Color: This option sets the background color of the thumbnail window.
There are two colors, one for when VideoReDo is in edit mode and another for when
Preview mode is active. Click on either button to change the color.

Thumbnail Size: Choose from one of three different thumbnail sizes as shown below.
Note the size selection determines the height of the thumbnail. The width is calculated
automatically from the video's aspect ratio.

Size:
Pixel
Height

Sample:

Small 40

Medium 60

Large 85

Brightness: Choose from three different levels (Normal, Bright, or Intense) of display
intensity. Dark frames can be hard to see at normal brightness levels. This parameter
changes the display brightness of the thumbnail and does NOT affect the output created
by VideoReDo.

Display Timecode w/Thumbnail: If you want to display the time code below each
thumbnail, then enable this feature. You can customize the time code display font size
and color by clicking on the Select Timecode Font button.

Audio Waveform Display: The thumbnail window can optionally display a graphical
representation of the audio waveform. The options in this window let you choose the
graph color, Axis color and scaling options. The default waveform display is linear, that
is a sound that is recorded at twice the level of another will be twice as high on the
graph display. The Log scale option changes the scale to a logarithmic scale, which
corresponds to how people perceive the relative difference in volumes. In general, a
linear scale (Log scale not selected) will make it easier to view where quiet passages
are in the audio waveform.

Note: The thumbnail window automatically scales the visible waveform
depending upon the data that is being displayed. It is not an absolute scale.
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Show "No Graph" Warning: When Visualize Audio is selected, space is reserved in
the thumbnail window for audio graph. However, the graph is actually drawn only if the
following two conditions are met:

1. The file being edited contains an audio stream.
2. The interval between thumbnails is 2 seconds or less.

If Visualize Audio is selected and VideoReDo is unable to display a graph the
following warning is displayed if this option is selected:
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1.1.9 Using Ad-Detective

  Using Ad-Detective
 
Ad-Detective is the VideoReDo capability to detect, mark and cut commercials.
Depending upon your preferred method of working, it can be used interactively or in a
batch oriented mode. In an interactive mode, Ad-Detective is used to augment the
manual search and editing process, while in a batch oriented mode, the entire program
is first scanned, marked for possible commercials with the results saved as a
VideoReDo project file. Later on, the results of this scan are reviewed by accuracy and
final editing. Which method you use is based upon your working style as well as the
amount of time you have. Complete Ad-Detective scans generally take about 12
minutes / hour of video although actual performance will vary greatly based upon the the
speed of your CPU as well as the type of material. HD material can take substantially
longer to process.
Interactive Mode:

To start an Ad-Detective scan from the current location, click on the red arrow

button:  or pressing Ctrl+A. VideoReDo will start to decode frames looking for
scene changes. When a scene change is found, a red marker is placed on the
navigation bar timeline. Additional behavior such as pausing, or automatically
cutting the commercial is determined by settings in the Ad-Detective
Parameters dialog.

To stop a scan, press the arrow button again, the pause / play button, or the space
bar.

Batch mode:

26
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You can run Ad-Detective from the batch VideoReDo Batch Manager by selecting
the Ad Detective Scan as the batch destination type:

This option will run Ad-Detective against the entire program and save the scene
markers in a VideoReDo project file (VPrj).

Scene Markers:
Scene markers indicate the possible location of commercial breaks which occur when
scenes change between programs and commercial material. Scene markers appear as
red flags along the navigation bar:

To jump to a scene marker: You can jump to the previous or next scene marker by

pressing F5 or F6. The red scene jump arrows . If you switch to preview mode,
only those scene markers which are in un-cut areas will be visible.

To remove or manually add a scene marker: To remove a scene marker, place the
cursor on top of a marker by jumping to it and then pressing A or selecting Add /
Remove from the Ad-Detective menu. Doing the same action where there is currently no
scene marker will add a new marker.

To remove all scene markers: Press Ctrl+Shift+A or click on the "Clear All Scene
Marks" on the Ad-Detective menu.
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1.1.9.1 Ad-Detective Black Levels

  Ad-Detective Black Levels
 

This dialog is used to set the black level thresholds for the Ad-Detective Scan. In many
programs, the screen fades to black in between programs and commercials. Ad-
Detective takes advantage of this feature by scanning your video for these fades. This
screen is used to fine tune the criteria of what constitutes a "black frame".

Enable Black Level Detection: This option should be checked to insure that Ad-
Detective uses "Black Frame" detection.

Detection Area: The red box in the middle of the video thumbnail indicates which parts
of the frame will be scanned. By default only the central 80% of the image image is
scanned with the outer 10% being omitted. This default area is done to minimize the
effects of video noise that tend to occur at the edges of a picture.

If your program contains station logos or other "extraneous" information you can tweak
the scan area either by:

1. Clicking on the graphic which will let you draw a new area, or,
2. Entering new percentage values in any of the four percentage offset boxes.

These values represent the offset from that border as a percentage of the picture
dimension. Please see the example below. The reason VideoReDo uses
percentages instead of absolute pixels values is to permit the scan area to be
independent of the resolution being used to record a specific program. For
example, if you record one program at 720 x 576 and another at 360 x 576, the
effective scan area will be same.

Examples:
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All settings at 10%,
default:

Top and bottom at 20%,
remove most of top and
bottom area from the
scan.

All settings at 30%, only
scan the central portion of
the video

Note: The smaller the detection area, the faster the scanning speed. This is
especially noticeable with HD material which contain a large number of pixels.

Threshold Levels: The values in these three checkboxes are used to determine what
constitutes a black frame.
Average Level: This value represents the average pixel intensity across the entire scan
area. Each pixel can have a range from 0 to 255, with

Average
Level:

The average level represents the average
intensity of all pixels in the scan area. Intensity
is measured by converting the video to
monochrome with purse black being 0 and
pure white as 255. Due to the nature of MPEG
encoding, a pure black screen is typically has a
value between 17 and 35.

For a frame to be meet the criteria of being a
"black frame" its average intensity in the scan
area must be less than or equal to this value.

Peak Level: The Peak Level represents the brightest pixel
in the scan area. As above, a value of 0
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represents pure black and 255 pure white.

For a frame to meet the criteria of being a
"black frame" its peak intensity in the scan
area must be less than or equal to this value.
You can disable peak level checking by setting
the value to 255.

Max
Contrast:

The max contrast represents how much
variation there is in the image. As an image
fades to black, not only do the average and
peak levels decrease, but the contrast between
the lightest and darkest elements decreases
as well.

A value of 0 would indicate that all the pixels in
the scan area are of exactly the same intensity.
The default value of 5 represents a 5%
variance between pixel intensities.

Display Set Levels: Click on this button to display the Frame Statistics dialog. This
dialog displays the current levels and a histogram of the intensities in the currently
displayed frame. If you click on the "Set Value" button of the in the Frame Statistics
dialog, the current, Average level, Peak Level and contrast will be transferred back to
this dialog.

Note: While the Frame Statistics dialog is displayed, you can navigate or play
the video and watch the intensity levels dynamically change.

Train Using Current Sel.: Click this button to let VideoReDo automatically determine
the optimum values for your Threshold levels.

1. Position the selection start marker, , about 2-10 seconds before the start of a
commercial block.

2. Position the selection end marker, , about 2-10 seconds into a commercial
block. There is no need to actually mark the black frames precisely.

3. Click on the  button.
VideoReDo will scan the area between the markers looking for the darkest frame.
When its complete a dialog will be displayed showing the optimal settings. Press OK to
accept VideoReDo's recommendations.
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Enable Fast Search: Enabling this checkbox will speed up the Ad-Detective scan by
at least a factor of two by only processing I-frames and P-frames. If your transitions
between programs and commercials are longer than 4 frames, then setting this option is
an excellent to improve performance. If the transitions are very brief, then setting this
option may reduce detection accuracy.
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1.1.9.2 Ad-Detective Common Parameters

  Ad-Detective Common Parameters
 

The Common Parameters dialog is used to control the behavior the scene detection
methods:

Scanning Behavior:
Pause Scan At Beginning of Block:
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When checked, an interactive Ad-Detective scan will pause at the start of each
commerical block. The start of a commerical block is identified as the first scene
transition with Maximum Block Length Seconds .

Pause Scan At End of Block:
When checked, an interactive Ad-Detective scan will pause at the end of each

commerical block. The end of a commerical block is identified as the last scene
transition followed by Maximum Block Length Seconds  of program material.

Pause Scan At Each Scene Change:
When checked, an interactive Ad-Detective scan will pause whenever a scene

change is detected.
Automatically Cut Detected Scenes:

If checked, VideoReDo will add the material between the begin and end of a block
to the cut list.

Disable Display Update:
If checked, the video screen will not be updated during an interactive scan.

 
 

CPU Priority While Scanning:
The Ad-Detective scanning process is very CPU intensive. You can make your

system more responsive by setting the priority option to "Low". Once the scan is
complete or manually stopped, the CPU priority of VideoReDo will be reset to
"Normal" automatically.

Minimum Seconds Between Marks:
If two scene changes are detected within this many seconds of each other, the first

one will be removed.
Maximum Block Length Seconds:

This value should represent the maximum number of seconds between for an entire
commerical block. If your commercial blocks are 3 minutes long or less, then set
this to 180 seconds.

A "start of commerical block" is defined as a scene marker with this many seconds
of uninterrupted program material in front.

An "end of commerical block" is defined as a scene marker with at least this many
seconds of program material before another scene marker is detected.
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1.1.9.3 Frame Statistics

  Frame Statistics
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The frame statistics dialog shows you the relative intensity levels of the current page.
Intensity is measured by converting a frame from color to monochrome. Pure black is
assigned a value of 0, pure white is 255. In between are the various shades of gray.
Most MPEG encoders record pure black at a value from 10-20.

Note: The static's are determined not by the whole frame, by rather by the currently
defined detection area .

Picture Intensities:
· Average: This is the average intensity for entire detection area.
· Peak: The highest intensity level in the detection area.
· Minimum: The lowest intensity level in the detection area.
· Contrast: Measures the amount of variance in the detection area. A value of 0

would indicate that all the intensities are the same. As programs fade to black not
only does the picture become darker, but the contrast is reduced as well.
Generally a value of 6 or less along with a low average intensity indicates a
completely dark frame.

Histogram:

The histogram graphically depicts the distribution of intensity levels. Each pixel in the
detection area is assigned into one of 16 equally spaced buckets based on the intensity
in that pixel. For example, if the intensity level is 5, its assigned to the first bucket (0-15).
It the intensity level is 17 its assigned to the second bucket (16-31), etc.

Then the ratio of each bucket to the total is plotted. Frames with lots of bright sections
will show bars on the right side of the curve. Those that are mostly dark will tend to have
peaks on this graph on the left side.

23
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Set Value: Press this button to automatically transfer the Average, Peak and Contrast
levels for this frame back to the Black Levels Dialog .
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1.1.10 Getting help
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1.1.11 Purchase and Registration

  Purchase and Registration
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You can use this dialog to purchase a perpetual license to use VideoReDo. When you
purchase such a license, you will be asked to supply a user name. Upon validation of
your payment you will receive, generally via email, a registration key which will remove
the expiration and other trial copy limitations of the program.

To purchase VideoReDo: Select the purchase radio button and click "Register Now".
Your browser will launch and take you to the registration screen.

To enter or change your software key:  Select the "Update my software key" radio
button. The name and key edit controls will be enabled allowing you to enter the
registration data.  For protection purposes, the registration key can be up to 60
characters so we suggest you copy it to the windows system clipboard using the select
and copy functions of your email program. You can simply click on the "Paste key from
Clipboard" button to paste it directly into the key field.

Note; When entering your key, make sure you also enter the name, as supplied with
your key, into the Name: field.

Special Note: Each license key provided for use with VideoReDo is intended for
a specific user. We ask that you not share it with others as unauthorized usage
may result in the license key being marked as invalid. Please review the license
agreement  in this help file for additional details.
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1.1.12 Technical Support

  Technical Support

69
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Technical support for VideoReDo is provided, without charge, through the links at our
website.  Here you will find multiple resources to assist you in solving problems with
VideoReDo and to take maximum advantage of the program's features.
Support Forum:

http://forums.VideoReDo.com  This community of VideoReDo developers and
users is the primary place to get your questions answered quickly and learn more
about the product.

Email:
support@VideoReDo.com You may email our support group directly with your

questions and product comments.
 

Webform:
http://www.VideoReDo.com/Contact.htm This page provides a web-based

contact form which can be used instead of email.
VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2 Reference

  Reference
 
Please click on the topic below for additional information:

· Context and
Edit Menu

Options available from the edit and context menu.

· Joiner
Editing

How to add, remove or change the sequence of joined program
material.

· Keyboard
Shortcuts

Complete list of keyboard shortcuts for VideoReDo

· MPEG
Program
Information

Dialog box which displays the internal formats of the MPEG2
Program headers

· Create
Trimmed File
Copy

How to copy a portion of your raw input file. Primarily used for
support purposes.

· Output
Processing
Complete

Description of the fields displayed after your edits have been
saved.

· Overlapping
Selections

Description of your options when a new selection intersects with
an existing selection.

· QuickStream
Fix

Facility to quickly fix all the timing codes in an MPEG file.  It will
also re-synchronize out of order audio and video.
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· Video Frame
Capture

Captures the currently displayed video frame to the Windows
Clipboard or a BMP file.

· Stream
Selection

Dialog to choose which set of audio and video streams in your
file to edit.

· Change
Display
Properties

This dialog will let you adjust the brightness and contrast of your
display.

· Set Thumbnail
Parameters

This dialog is used to configure the thumbnail and audio graph
window.

· Set Ad-
Detective
Parameters

Dialogs to tune the sensitivity and behavior of the Ad-Detective
scans.

Program Options  

· General
Parameters

Description of parameters which affect the behavior of
VideoReDo.

· Navigation How to change the behavior of the navigation buttons, sliders,
and keyboard commands.

· Stream
Parameters

Options to change the format of the output video stream.

· File Types How to make VideoReDo the default program for opening
MPEG files.

· Playback
Devices

How to tailor VideoReDo to make optimal use of your sound
card and video adapter.

· Start Up Control the behavior of VideoReDo when the program begins.

· Chapter
Marks

Change the behavior and format of VideoReDo's chapter
marking capabilities.

· Audio Alerts Enable audio alerts and sound selection.
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1.2.1 Create Trimmed Output File

  Create Trimmed File Copy
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This dialog is used to make byte-for-byte copies of portions of the original program file.
Its primary use is for you to create small copies of files that can be uploaded to the
VideoReDo support team.

Source File: If you started this dialog after a video has been opened, the Source File
will be filled in with the name of the currently open video program file.  Otherwise, click
on the "..." button to select a source file.

Output File: This is the file that portions of the source file will be copied to. Click on "..."
to display the standard file dialog box so that you can choose an output file.

Output Options:

From Beginning: Select this option to start writing from the beginning of the file. Use
the MBytes to Output control to specify how many MBytes of data to write.  A MByte is
1,048,576 bytes.

To End Of File: Select this option to output the desired number of MBytes at the end of
the file.  For example, if you specify 10 MBytes to End Of File, the last 10 MBytes of the
file will be copied.  Note: VideoReDo looks for an MPEG packet boundary before
starting the output. This may result in a file that is slightly smaller the exact size you
specify.

Start At MByte: This option is used to copy data from the middle of the file.  You will
need to specify both the starting MByte and MBytes To Output. Once again, VideoReDo
looks for an MPEG packet boundary before starting the output. This may result in a file
that is slightly smaller the exact size you specify.

Use Selection Markers: Click on this button to have VideoReDo automatically
calculate the Start MByte and MBytes to Output based on the position of the selection
markers.  This option is extremely useful if you've identified a section of video you want
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to copy.  Position the Start and End selection markers,  and , to bracket the area
you which to copy.  You cannot use this option if you don't have the file open for editing.

Start Copy: Click this button to start the copy process.

Please note: This function performs a byte-for-byte copy and does not create MPEG
compliant files.  However, you can trim the end off of a video and leave the file MPEG
compliant as long as you copy from the beginning.
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1.2.2 Audio Synchronization

  Audio Synchronization
 

You can use this dialog to alter the synchronization between
audio and video streams. This might be necessary if the
original program is out of sync.

The primary control on this dialog is the slider. It will let you alter the synchronization by
up to 1 second (1,000 Msec) in either direction. Move the slider to the left to cause the
audio to lag behind the video. If you move the slider to the right, the audio will lead the
video. Most people's perception of audio synchronization is limited to about 75-150
Msec of accuracy. That is, differences less than 75 Msec are generally inaudible.

The Repeat Sel" checkbox is used to automatically repeat the current selection until the
dialog box is closed. You will find this useful when a section of video is located where
audio / video synchronization is obvious such as a close-up of people speaking or the
occurrence of a sharp sound effect. Note, you only need to set the selection markers,
you don't have to actually Cut the scene to utilize the Repeat Selection feature.

The Audio Sync Adjustment is retained after you close the dialog, but is cleared
whenever a new file is opened..

The Audio Sync Adjustment will be applied consistently across the entire file when
you save your work. If you add the current editor project to be joined with other files,
each file / project within the joiner will have its own sync adjustment. One particular use
for this is if the audio video synchronization gets progressively worse from beginning to
end of the video. In this case, you might consider separating your video into multiple
scenes and adding each scene separately, with its own Audio Sync Adjustment, to
the joiner. When you are done, create the output file via the Process / Save Joiner
List  menu command.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.
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1.2.3 Batch Builder

  Batch Builder
 

The VideoReDo Batch Builder is used to process multiple edit project files (*.VPrj) at
one time. This way you can perform your edits quickly using the interactive portions of
VideoReDo and then have the VideoReDo Batch Builder handle the more time
consuming output tasks at a more convenient time.

The Batch Builder relies upon VideoReDo project files. Project files are short files which
contain the information needed to edit your files. Information such as the name of the
input file and the start and end points of each of your cuts. You can create project files in
VideoReDo by selecting "Save Project" from the File menu. You can also create an
automatic project and queue directly into the Batch Builder by using the "Queue To
Batch" from the File menu, or pressing Ctrl+B anytime in VideoReDo.

When you start the batch builder, any projects previously queued using the Queue To
Batch (Ctrl+B)  are automatically loaded into Batch Builder processing list. You can
also load previously saved projects manually by selecting them into the Source Project /
File: window. The batch builder will automatically create a destination filename based
upon the input filename, destination folder, destination modifier and Elementary Stream
Output Flag. Click on Add Entry to add it to the list of projects to be processed.

When your list of projects to be processed is complete, click either on "Save
Commands" or "Save and Execute". Save Commands will create a windows .CMD file
that you can run yourself at a later time.  Save and Execute will not only save the .CMD
file, but execute it immediately.

Source Project / File: You may enter the name, including the file folder, of an existing
VideoReDo project. Click on the "..." button to the right to select project(s) using the file
entry dialog. Note: You can select multiple projects at one time in the file entry
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dialog. If you do so, all the projects selected will be entered directly into the
batch list.

Destination Folder: This field is the default destination for the output file. Click on the
".." button to the right to browse for a folder. The destination folder along with the input
file name is used to form the destination filename.

For example: Your input file is c:\source\fb1.mpg and the destination folder is: d:\edits,
then the proposed destination filename will be d:\edits\fb1.mpg

Destination Modifier: This string, if present, precedes the output file. You can use the
Destination Modifier alone or in conjunction with the Destination Folder.

Special note: The destination modifier will prefix the actual filename unless the
modifier begins with a '-' or '_' in this which it will suffix the filename.

Examples:

Original
Filename

Destinati
on
Folder

Destinat
ion
Modifier

Output File

c:
\temp\fb1.m
pg

d:\edits VRD_ d:\edits\VRD_fb1.mpg

c:
\temp\fb1.m
pg

d:\edits VRD_ d:\edits\VRD_001_fb1.mpg

c:
\temp\fb1.m
pg

d:\edits - d:\edits\fb1-001.mpg

c:
\temp\fb1.m
pg

d:\edits -VRD_ d:\edits\fb1-VRD_001.mpg

For example: You input file is c:\source\fb1.mpg, the destination folder is d:\edits and
the destination modifier is "Cuts_". Then your proposed destination filename will be d:
\edits\Cuts_fb1.mpg. 

Destination Type: Select the desired output file format:
MPG - MPEG Program Stream

Standard MPEG Program Stream
MPV - Elementary Streams

Separate Audio and Video into separate files.
VOB - MPEG w/NAV Packets
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An MPEG Program Stream with blank NAV packets. This format is suitable for input
directly into some DVD authoring programs such as the open source program:
DVDAuthor.

VPRJ - Ad-Detective Scan
Rather than edit a file, this destination type requests the batch manager to perform a

complete Ad-Detective scan on the source file. The output will be VideoReDo
project file with scene markers set at the commercial transitions.

Destination Filename: This is the filename that the Batch Builder has proposed to
output your edited video to. It is a combination of the input filename, Destination Folder,
and Destination Prefix. If the filename is acceptable, simply click on "Add Entry" to
accept the entry and add it to the Batch Builder List.

.BPRJ Disposition: The .BPrj files are project files created automatically when you
select the queue to batch command in VideoReDo. Use this option to either have the
.BPrj files deleted after processing, or left on your hard drive.  If you elect to have them
deleted, they will only be deleted if the batch processor actually creates an output file.  If
the .BPrj files remain on your system after batch processing then double check the size
and content of your output files. They may indicate a problem.

Run Silently: If checked, the output progress dialog will not be displayed during batch
processing.

Add Entry: Click on this button to add the project and Destination filename to the batch
builder list.

Remove: This button will be active if you have selected one or more entries in the batch
builder list. Click on it to remove the items from the list.

Save Commands: Click on this button to have the Batch Builder create a windows
.CMD for you. This .CMD file can be run later from the command line, windows
scheduler or Run box.

Save and Execute: Click on this button to create the windows .CMD file and begin
executing it immediately.
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1.2.4 Joiner List Editing

  Joiner Editing
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You can use the Joiner Selections dialog box to change the order of video sections
when the joiner is used to output the video. The buttons on the right are enabled only
when an entry in the dialog is selected.

Up | Down
Move the selected entry up or down in the list. These buttons
are used to change the order of scenes that will be output.

Remove
Removes the selection from the list of scenes that will be
output.

Desc.
Changes the description associated with the selected
scene(s). The description is only used for identification
within this dialog.

Clear All Clear list of all joiner selections.
VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.5 Frame Capture

  Frame Capture
 

Frame capture will copy the currently displayed video
frame to a bitmap file or the windows clipboard. This
dialog is used to determine the frame capturing options.
The current video image can be captured to either the
Windows Clipboard or a bitmap file (.bmp). To initiate a
Frame Capture, select Capture Frame from the Edit
menu or simply type Ctrl+C.
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Destination: Select whether you want to capture to the clipboard or a bitmap file
(.bmp).

Size: VideoReDo gives you the option of four different sizes. The primary size is based
upon the actual video image display size. The rest of the sizes are smaller versions of
the primary size.
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1.2.6 Keyboard Shortcuts

  Keyboard Shortcuts
 
Relative movement keys: These keys move the program forward or backward by the
specified interval. When held down, as opposed to being immediately released, these
keys will automatically repeat allowing you to quickly zoom through sections of the video
program. The repeat rate may be set using the keyboard option in the Windows Control
Panel.

Simulates pressing the back , or forward  120
second buttons. The exact number of seconds may be modified
with the Navigation options dialog .

Backward or forward one frame. Behavior may also be altered by
simultaneously pressing the shift and control keys.  Please see
the Navigation options dialog  to see all the movement options.

Simulates pressing the back , or forward 
buttons. The exact number of second may be modified with the
Navigation options dialog .

Jump keys: These keys move the program to a specific location in the file:

Jump to the beginning (home key) or the end of the program.

B sets the bookmark to the current cursor position the navigation
bar. The bookmark is display as a (triangle).

J jumps to the current bookmark.

These actions may also be selected from the context popup
menu  by pressing the right mouse button.

Jumps to the start (S Key) or end (E Key) selection marker.
These actions are also available from the context popup menu .

Tab jumps to the next selection marker in the cut or scene list.
Shift+Tab jumps to the previous selection marker in the cut or
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scene list. Identical to pressing the left or right arrow on the

preview buttons: 

Jump to a specific time code.

Action keys: These keys affect the actions and/or operation of the program.

Toggles Pause / Play. You can also left-click the mouse anywhere
in the video to toggle between pause and play.

Marks the beginning (F3) or end (F4) of a selection. Same as

pressing the  and   buttons. When One-Click
Selection is enabled, the Sel. Start / Sel. End button labels are
changed to Mark In / Mark Out indicating that One-Click Selection
is active. These actions are also available from the context popup
menu .

In Cut mode, this key will add the selected material to the cut list.

Same as pressing: 

In Scene mode, this key will delete the un-selected material from

the output file, same as pressing:

In Cut mode, this key will include the unselected material from
output file, causing the selected material to be deleted. Same as

pressing:

In Scene mode, this key will add the selected material to the

scene list. Same as pressing:

Toggles between edit and preview mode. Same as pressing:

M, by itsself, toggles the audio mute. Same as pressing the

speaker icon: 

Shift+M and Ctrl+M raise or lower the volume.
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Closes the current file.

Saves the current edits to a unique project filename and queues
this project for batch processing.

Captures the currently displayed video frame to either the
Windows Clipboard or a BMP file.

Toggle the information window display between program times
and program sizes (MBytes).

Inverts all the cuts. Same as pressing: 

Opens a video file.

Saves the edits to the project file.

Opens the stream selection dialog . If your file contains multiple
streams, this dialog can be used to select which stream to edit.

Removes the current selected cuts. Same as pressing:

Write the edited video back to disk.

Exit VideoReDo

Undo last edit. Each time you change the cut list, VideoReDo
keeps a backup copy incase you change your mind. You can
select Undo multiple times to remove multiple edits. Once an edit
has been Undone, there is no re-do key to restore it.

Thumbnails keys : These keys control the thumbnail behavior.

Jump to the frame displayed by a particular thumbnail. 5 jumps to
the center thumbnail. 4 to the one just to its left, 6 one to its right.
3 two to the left, 7 two to the right, etc.
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Change the thumbnail display interval. Ctrl+0 jumps to the
smallest interval (highest resolution), while Ctrl+9 to the lowest
resolution.

Toggle the display of the thumbnail window.

Display the thumbnail options dialog.

   
Increase (+) or decrease (-) the thumbnail interval.

Ad-Detective keys : These keys control the behavior of Ad-Detective and Scene
markers.

Set or Remove a Scene marker.

Start Ad-Detective Scan

Remove all scene markers.

  

Go to previous or next scene marker. Same as the red arrow:

Appearance keys: These keys affect appearance of VideoReDo

Toggles the display between standard size and maximized (full
screen).

Displays help appropriate for the current window or dialog.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.
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1.2.7 Show Program Information

This dialog displays information from the MPEG sequence headers about the format of
the data in your program file.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.8 Overlapping cuts

  Overlapping selections
 
This dialog is displayed when you try to create a selection that overlaps a previous one.
You will need to select one of the options listed:

Press Combine to combine the two
overlapping selections into one.

Press Replace to delete the old selection and
replace it with the new one.

or, Press Cancel to simply abort this
operation.

You can disable this dialog by selecting "Auto Replace Overlapping Cuts" in the
General Parameters  options dialog. When this option is selected, new overlapping
cuts will replace the existing cut.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.
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1.2.9 Output Processing Complete

  Output Processing Complete
 

This dialog is displayed when VideoReDo has finished creating the output file. Items
displayed in red are warnings which may indicate possible problems with the input or
output file.

The data from this dialog is always written to the log file.
 
Output Statistics:  

Video output frames: Number of video frames output.

Audio output frames: Number of audio frames written to the output file.

Processed  frames/sec: Number of video frames per second processed.

Processing time (secs): Elapsed time to create the output file.

Padding output packets:

Number of padding packets written. You can reduce the
amount of padding, and overall file size by not including
padding packets. Refer to Advanced Stream
Parameters  for additional information.

Actual Video Bitrate
(Mbps)

Video bit rate in Mbps (Millions of bits per second)..

Note: Audio and frames have different durations and it normal for the number of
Audio output frames to be quite different from the number of Video output frames.
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Warning counts: If present, these statistics may indicate potential problems
with the source program material. These values are displayed in Red in the
dialog box, and preceded with an "*" in the log file.

* PTS underflow:

PTS underflows occur when the presentation time stamps
(PTS) fall behind the system clocks in the program pack
stream headers(SCR). An MPEG program stream has two
sets of time stamps, one for the overall file and another for
each elementary audio and video stream. The PTS
underflow indicates that the bit rate for at least one of the
elementary streams exceeds the overall bit rate for the
entire file (SCR).
A few ( < 100) PTS underflow errors will not affect the
output program. You can increase the overall bit rate of the
file by overriding the video bit rate on the Output Options
dialog .

Note: If you intend to author this file to a DVD, the overall
bit rate should not exceed 10 Mbps.

* Audio frame errors:

All audio frames start with a 32-bit header. An audio frame
error occurs when the editor does not find the expected
header where it thinks an audio frame should start. Audio
frame errors are usually caused by dropped frames in the
input file and if not too frequent are generally recoverable
without a problem.

However, Audio Frame Errors can also occur if the audio
characteristics such as bit rate or sampling rate change in
the middle of a program. In this case, the editor will not be
able to recover. You can set the maximum number of
allowable frame errors on the Advanced Stream
Parameters  option page.

* Program clock overflow:

A program clock overflow occurs when the actual PTS
clocks of an output segment exceed the calculated
segment length. The primary cause of this problem are
erroneous time stamps in the original file.

The suggested solution is to run Tools>QuickStream
Fix  on the source file before editing. This will cause all
the time stamps to be re-calculated. If the problem persists
after that, please contact support.

* Input Sequence Errors:

Input sequence errors occur when the temporal reference of
a video frame is outside the allowable values. It indicates
that there were some problems with the source video
material, probably dropped frames.
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* Video resync frames
removed:

This value represents the number of video frames that were
removed to keep the program's audio and video in
synchronization.  Video frames are gradually removed if the
program detects missing audio frames when creating the
output file. 

Please refer to Advanced Stream Parameters  for
additional information.

* Audio resync frames
removed:

If you ask VideoReDo to detect and compensate for
missing audio and video frames in the Advanced Stream
Parameters  dialog, this value will represent the number
of audio frames that were removed to keep the audio and
video in synchronization.  Typically audio frames are
removed if there are missing video frames.

* Stream errors during
decode:

If MPEG2 stream errors are encountered during the
decode, the decoder will exit. This will result in the entire
GOP being copied to the output file rather than performing
a clean edit on just the frames you specify.

Decoder stream errors are written to the log file along with
their original timestamp.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.10 Context Menu

  Context Menu
 

You can display the context menu by clicking on the right-mouse
button. It is used as a shortcut for common program operations.  All of
the functions on this menu have equivalent keyboard shortcuts .

Set Select Start
Set Selection End

These functions can be used to reset the current selection start

and end points and are the same as clicking on the  or

 buttons.

Cut Selection
Trim Unselected

These perform the same functions as the  and

 buttons.
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Go To Start
Selection
Go To End
Selection

These will jump the video to the current selection start or end
points. The selection start and end points are indicated by vertical

markers on the top navigation slider bar:  and .

Go To Program
Start
Go To End Of
Program

Use these options to jump to the beginning or end of the program.
 

Go To Timecode
Jump to a specific time code using the Enter Timecode dialog.
Same as double-clicking on the program time or pressing Ctrl+T.

Go To Bookmark
Set Bookmark

Use the Set Bookmark to set a marker at the current position on
the top navigation slider bar. The bookmark position is indicated

with a triangular marker: 

Use Go To Bookmark to jump to the position indicated by the
marker.

Toggle Thumbnail
View

Enable or disables the thumbnail view . Same as pressing F11.

Preview Your Edits
Toggles the display mode between preview and edit mode. Same

as pressing P or clicking on 
VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.11 QuickStream Fix

  QuickStream Fix
 

This dialog is used to re-multiplex an MPEG2 program stream. It will copy the input file
to the output file through the VideoReDo stream processing routines. This means that all
the time stamps in the output file, such as PTS and GOP headers, will be re-calculated.
In addition, all the processing parameters as specified on the Advanced Stream
Dialog  will be honored as well. In other words the output file will be MPEG2 compliant
file.
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The key purpose of QuickStream Fix is to re-align the time stamps in the output file.
Sometimes, video captured from DVB Satellite or sourced from DVD VOB or VRO files
may have internal time stamps that are not sequential.  When you normally open a file in
VideoReDo it will search for these non-sequential time stamps and handle them
gracefully.  Occasionally it is unable to do so effectively and the QuickStream Fix
function will prove useful.

Input Program Stream: If you started this dialog after a video has been opened, the
Source File will be filled in with the name of the currently open video program file. 
Otherwise, click on the "..." button to select a source file.

Select Stream ...: If there are multiple audio and / or video streams in your file, click this
button to select which streams to process via the Stream Selection dialog .

Output Program Stream: This is the file that the source file will be copied to. Click on
"..." to display the standard file dialog box so that you can choose an output file and
output file options .

Start Quick Fix: Click this button to start the processing. 

Note: Running QuickStream Fix in batch mode: You can process multiple files
through QuickStream Fix at one time using our batch manager . In the batch
manager, select one or more MPEG (program or transport stream) files to process.
The batch manager will assume that you want to run QuickStream Fix on the file since
you specified a video file rather than a VideoReDo project file.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.12 Output File Options

  Output Options
 

This dialog is displayed by pressing the "Options" button on the output dialog box.

Aspect Ratio: Use this option to change the aspect ratio bits in the MPEG2 sequence
header. Changing these bits does not affect the actual video stream nor will it convert
video from one format to another.  It is used when the actual aspect ratio recorded by
the capture card is incorrect.
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Bit Rate: This option is used to change the bit rate fields in the MPEG2 sequence
header. Changing this field does not affect the actual video stream. It is used when the
actual bit rate, as recorded in the file, is incorrect. It is most often used to change the
DVB 15Mbps bitrate to a  lower value so that the resultant MPEG2 stream is
acceptable to DVD authoring programs and players.

Technical Note: If you specify a bit rate override of 10 Mbps, VideoReDo will assume
that you want the MPEG headers to correspond to DVD specifications. The video bit
rate will be set to 9.80 Mbps less the audio bit rate, and the overall program stream
mux rate will be set to 10.08 Mbps.

Maximum GOP Length: This parameter is used to have VideoReDo reduce the GOP
size when when writing the output stream.  GOP size reduction is usually used to take
long GOP program material, such as those captured from satellite or PVRs, and make
the program DVD compliant.  Compliant DVDs have a maximum of 18 frames per GOP
although 15 frames seems to be a more frequently used convention. If you set the
maximum GOP size to a value greater than 4, VideoReDo will recode frames so that all
GOPs in the output file will be less than or equal to that maximum size. This frame
recoding will add significantly to the time it takes to output your video, and will
also increase the file size by at least 10%.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.13 Adjust Display Properties

This dialog is used to adjust the brightness and contrast of the VideoReDo display.  It
does not, in any way, affect the appearance of the your edited file.

To use keyboard commands with this dialog, click on Alt+B to set keyboard focus to the
brightness slider, or Alt+C to set the focus to the contrast slider.  Then use the left and
right arrow keys to move the slider.  You may also use the Tab key to cycle through each
of the controls on this dialog.

Pressing the "Reset" button will revert the controls back to their default positions which
indicate no change to either brightness or contrast.

Your display adjustment settings are saved between runs and need not be enabled
each time you start VideoReDo.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.
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1.2.14 Stream Selection

  Stream Selection
 

If your stream contains multiple video and/or audio streams, this dialog can be used to
choose which stream combination to edit. By default, VideoReDo will edit the first set of
streams in finds in your file.  When you select a different stream, your current edits will
be lost and the file re-opened.

Keyboard users will notice that allowable selection is preceded by a number. Simply
type that number to move the selection bar to the appropriate entry.

The PID numbers are the internal stream ID codes used within your file.
Note: Currently, VideoReDo can only process a single audio / video stream pair. If
there are multiple audio streams in a program, VideoReDo will only output the
selected one.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.15 Thumbnail Options

  Thumbnail Options
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Thumbnails are an optional feature of VideoReDo Plus. If enabled from the View menu
(or F11 key) they will appear just below the video display. This dialog page is used to
configure operations and look of the thumbnail display:

Thumbnail Interval Seconds: The ten edit boxes in this section specify the number of
seconds between each thumbnail image. For single frame intervals, use '0'. Decimal
values are allowed, for example using 0.50 seconds to display thumbnails at 1/2 second
intervals. To display a different thumbnail interval use one of the following: the
ctrl+<number> key, the "+" or "-" key, or right click on the thumbnail window and choose
an interval from the displayed context menu.

Background Color: This option sets the background color of the thumbnail window.
There are two colors, one for when VideoReDo is in edit mode and another for when
Preview mode is active. Click on either button to change the color.

Thumbnail Size: Choose from one of three different thumbnail sizes as shown below.
Note the size selection determines the height of the thumbnail. The width is calculated
automatically from the video's aspect ratio.

Size:
Pixel
Height

Sample:

Small 40
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Medium 60

Large 85

Brightness: Choose from three different levels (Normal, Bright, or Intense) of display
intensity. Dark frames can be hard to see at normal brightness levels. This parameter
changes the display brightness of the thumbnail and does NOT affect the output created
by VideoReDo.

Display Timecode w/Thumbnail: If you want to display the time code below each
thumbnail, then enable this feature. You can customize the time code display font size
and color by clicking on the Select Timecode Font button.

Audio Waveform Display: The thumbnail window can optionally display a graphical
representation of the audio waveform. The options in this window let you choose the
graph color, Axis color and scaling options. The default waveform display is linear, that
is a sound that is recorded at twice the level of another will be twice as high on the
graph display. The Log scale option changes the scale to a logarithmic scale, which
corresponds to how people perceive the relative difference in volumes. In general, a
linear scale (Log scale not selected) will make it easier to view where quiet passages
are in the audio waveform.

Note: The thumbnail window automatically scales the visible waveform
depending upon the data that is being displayed. It is not an absolute scale.

Show "No Graph" Warning: When Visualize Audio is selected, space is reserved in
the thumbnail window for audio graph. However, the graph is actually drawn only if the
following two conditions are met:

1. The file being edited contains an audio stream.
2. The interval between thumbnails is 2 seconds or less.

If Visualize Audio is selected and VideoReDo is unable to display a graph the
following warning is displayed if this option is selected:
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1.2.16 Program Options

1.2.16.1 General Parameters

  General Parameters
 
 

Play Video When Opened: Check this option to automatically start playing the video
when you open an MPEG file.

Output Streams for Movie Factory: If you are using ULead's Movie Factory Version 2
to create DVDs or SVCDs from programs output from VideoReDo, check this option.
Normally, VideoReDo creates video streams that are MPEG2 compliant in all respects.
These streams can cause slight audio / video synchronization problems with Movie
Factory. Checking this box creates output streams that are acceptable to Movie
Factory. Both Movie Factory and 100% compliant streams can be re-played directly
using standard software players. You can remove the effects of this option by disabling
this feature and running Tools>QuickStream Fix  against the file.

Editing Accuracy : By default, VideoReDo is enabled for frame accurate editing. This
means the cut points you specify will be accurate to within a single frame. VideoReDo
will decode and re-code the frames around the cut points to insure that only your desired
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frames are included in the output file. When set to "GOP Accurate" the cut points are
rounded to the next I-Frame or start of GOP (Group of Pictures). There are typically 15
frames in a GOP since that is the DVD standard, although the MPEG2 permits a GOP
to have an arbitrary number of frames in it. With 15 frames in a GOP, GOP accurate edit
points are accurate to approximately 1/2 second.

Editing Mode: VideoReDo can operate in two different modes, cut mode and scene
mode. In Cut mode, you indicate sections of the video program that will be removed by
the editor. All "un-cut" sections will be included in the output file. In Scene mode you
indicate sections ( scenes ) of the video that will be included by VideoReDo in the
output file. Please see Getting Started  for a more through discussion of editing
modes.

Default File Save Format: Chose the default output format you wish to save to. This
value can be overridden using the "File Type" option on the File > Save dialog. Options
are:

· Program Stream (MPG) - A standard MPEG1 or MPEG2 program stream.
· Elementary Stream (MPV) - A demultiplexed version of the output program.

Separate audio and video files will be written.
· DVD Stream (VOB) - These files are VOB formatted files suitable for input to the

DVDAuthor utility. They cannot be used directly on a DVD. They will need to be
processed by a DVD authoring utility.

Queue To Batch Format : Chose the output format that projects queued to the batch
processor will be saved as. The choices are same as those used by the Default File
Save Format.

Auto save options: This option affects what happens when you open a new video
program or try to exit the program and have unsaved edits. The unsaved edit status is
cleared when you save your video or perform a project save. Please choose from one of
the following three options:

· Warn if unsaved edits - If you have not saved your latest edits as either a project
or new video program you will be asked to confirm your action.

· Autosave project -  This option will automatically save your edits as a project file.
The filename will be the program filename, a version number and the .Vprj file
type.  For example, if you are editing a program "Show.mpg" the auto save project
filename might be, Show_001.Vprj. Note: Although project files do not consume
a lot of disk space, you might find them cluttering up your directories if you do a
lot of editing. 

· No warning - This selection will let you open a new file or exit the program without
a warning message. Any unsaved edits will be lost.

Enable One-Click Selection: One-Click selection can speed up your editing process
by saving you additional mouse clicks.  When enabled, the Sel. Start / Sel. End button
labels are changed to Mark In / Mark Out indicating that One-Click Selection is active.
When One-Click is active you can press Mark Out to automatically set the selection
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marker and perform the Cut Selection or Add Selection action.  For One-Click to work,
the cursor must be to the right of the Mark In marker.

Auto Replace Overlapping Cuts: Enable this option to avoid having to respond to the
Overlapping Selection  dialog.  The Overlapping Selection dialog is normally
displayed if a new selection would overlap a previous one. When this option is selected
the new selection will automatically replace the previous overlapped cut.

Queue To Batch Clears Cut List: When checked, the cut list is automatically cleared
after the current project is queued to the batch processor.  This option is ideal when
creating multiple extractions from a single program.  Set VideoReDo to scene mode,
select the first scene, and queue to batch.  Then, select the next scene and queue to
batch, etc.  

Prompt For Joiner Descriptions: You can check this option to be prompted for a
description whenever a project is added to the joiner list . These descriptions will help
you identify joiner segments later on.

Tooltip Delay: This combo box lets you specify how quickly tool tips are displayed for
the various controls on the page.

Preview Lead-in (secs): This value is used with the preview feature. When its non-

zero, jumping to the next cut using the Tab / Shift+Tab key or the  buttons
will cause VideoReDo to position before the cut and start automatically playing. Its a
simple way of quickly previewing your cuts. The value in this field specifies how many
seconds before the cut the preview will start.

Clear Recent Files / Folders: Click this button to clear the most recent file list from the
file menu and the most recent folders combo box in the file open dialog.
 

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.16.2 Navigation Options

  Navigation Options
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Button movements: The values in these boxes indicate the number of seconds to
move the program forward or backward. A value of zero seconds indicates single frame
movement. The Shift- and Ctrl-Multipliers permit you to move the program at an
accelerated rate by holding them down prior to pressing the desired button.

Default: single frame (0 seconds). Pressing the up and down arrow
keys will also simulate pressing these buttons.  Please see
Keyboard Shortcuts  for more detail.

Default: 30 seconds

Default: 120 seconds. Pressing the Page Up and Page Down keys
will simulate pressing these buttons.  Please see Keyboard
Shortcuts  for more detail.

Shift Multiplier:
Default: Double the above values to 20, 60, and 240 seconds. In the
case of single frame movement, this will double the number of frames
moved.

Ctrl Multiplier:
Default: Triple the above values to 30, 90, and 360 seconds. In the
case of single frame movement, this will triple the number of frames
moved.

Mouse Wheel: This option lets you select how far to advance or retard the program
when the mouse wheel is rotated. By default, rotating the mouse wheel towards the back
of the mouse will advance the program. The "Reverse Direction" checkbox will reverse
that behavior so that rotating the mouse wheel towards the front of the mouse will
advance the video.

Left/Right Arrow Keys: This set of combo boxes permit you to set the movement for

the left  and right  arrow keys with and without the control and shift keys set.
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Note: If the arrow keys are held down for more than a second or two, they will
automatically repeat allowing you to quickly advance through your program.

Slider Range: This value controls the number of seconds that the lower slider will
advance or retard the video.  The default value of 120 seconds means that moving the
slider all the way to the right will advance the video by 2 minutes. Likewise, moving the
slider all the way to the left will move the video backward by 2 minutes. 

Note: When using the fine tune slider, the Shift and Ctrl multipliers increase the
accuracy of navigation by reducing the effective range. For example with a slider
range of 120 seconds and a Shift Multiplier to 2, the effective range of the fine tune
slider will become 60 seconds if the shift key is pressed while moving the slider.

Note: You can also use the right mouse button on the fine-tune slider to give you
even greater positional accuracy.

Reset to Defaults: Click this value to reset all the parameters to their original pre-
programmed values.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.16.3 Stream Parameters

  Stream Parameters
 

Detect / Resync Missing Frames:  VideoReDo continually checks for missing or
corrupt audio and video frames. These frames may be a short and temporary
annoyance when the program is played on back in VideoReDo or other PC-based
software players. However, many DVD authoring programs do not handle these frames
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gracefully and they will create very noticeable audio and video synchronization problems
on the newly authored DVD.

VideoReDo continually checks the synchronization of the input file and will insert or
remove audio or video frames in an attempt to maintain output synchronization.
Corrections behavior is controlled by this option.
Ignore: VideoReDo  will not attempt to correct small synchronization errors. However if
the synchronization error is so severe that VideoReDo's internals buffers might overflow,
then audio or video frames will be removed to reestablish synchronization. This will
occur if the synchronization error exceeds 4 seconds ( 8 seconds if the Double Video
Buffer  Memory Option is selected).

Resync - Insert Extra Video Frame: If the video starts to lags behind the audio,
VideoReDo will insert extra replicated frames into the GOP in order to maintain sync.
This setting is useful when the source material is digitized from old or noisy video tapes.
Often these tapes create multiple video drop outs, yet the audio is perfect. By inserting
the extra frames into the output stream, the audio track as well as sync is preserved.

Note: Because the extra replicated frames can lengthen a GOP so that it is no longer
DVD compliant. Although most modern DVD players will handle longer than
compliant GOPs you can use the Maximum GOP Size  output option to have
VideoReDo reduce the newly lengthened GOP back into compliance.

Resync - Remove Audio Frames: With this option, if the video lags behind the audio,
VideoReDo remove audio frames until the programs are back in sync.

Note: When the audio lags behind the video, VideoReDo's only option is to remove
video frames. There is no provision to insert additional audio frames.

Maximum Audio Frame Errors:   Audio frames occur when VideoReDo does not find
the start of an audio frame when expected. This situation is typically caused when the
capture card drops frames when writing the program stream to the disk. When an audio
frame error is encountered, the editor will automatically attempt to re-synchronize itself
to the audio stream and proceed. This parameter specifies how many re-
synchronization attempts should be attempted before VideoReDo stops processing the
present file. Audio frame errors may be encountered both during playback as well as
output processing. The number of audio errors encountered during output processing is
reported in the Output Processing Complete Dialog . By default, VideoReDo sets this
parameter to a very high value of 32000 so that only the most corrupt audio streams will
trigger an error.

Discontinuity Checkpoints: This number represents how thorough a check
VideoReDo does of the input file to adjust for non-sequential time stamps. When a file
is opened, VideoReDo checks the file, at evenly spaced intervals, to see if the time
stamps are sequential. If the timestamps are not sequential, then VideoReDo
automatically builds an internal table to compensate. The higher this value, the more
sections of the are checked, but the slower the file will open. A value of 0 disables this
feature.
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Non-sequential time stamps usually manifest themselves as navigation issue, where the
cursor seems to randomly jump around. Sometimes the problems are severe enough
that VideoReDo will hang while trying to open the program. In almost all circumstances,
this problem can be rectified by running Tools>QuickStream Fix, but this can add
minutes to the editing process as well as consuming additional disk space for the output
file. Another possibility is to increase the number of Discontinuity Checkpoints so that
the file is more thoroughly scanned during the open.

Convert All I-Frames To GOPs: When checked, VideoReDo will insure that all I-
Frames contain the necessary header information to be considered GOPs. This will
insure the up most in DVD compatibility. Most source files already mark I-Frames as
GOPs, however, this will option will insure that behavior.

Output Diagnostic Data To Log File:  Check this option to have VideoReDo output
detailed data to its log file when editing or saving a video. This option is typically used if
VideoReDo encounters a problem in the output file, such as an out-of-sync condition,
and the VideoReDo support team asks you to provide additional information.  It is
recommended that you leave this option off to save log file space and reduce the
time it takes to save your video programs.

Double Video Buffer Memory:  The internal video buffer within VideoReDo is
between 4 and 5 seconds depending upon whether you are editing NTSC- or PAL-
based programs. If the audio program drops out longer than this interval, VideoReDo
can experience a video buffer overflow as it tries to synchronize audio to sync with the
video.  When this option is checked, the video buffer is doubled in size so that 8 to 10
seconds of material is retained.  This larger buffer requires about 20MB more memory
and slightly slows down internal processing such as navigation through the file. It is
recommended that you leave this option "unchecked" unless your programs trigger a
"video buffer overflow" error.

Note: Some programs digital captures, especially satellite broadcasts or Tivo
extractions utilize very long GOPs. For these programs, you might experience better
performance by enabling this option.

Skip Encoder Conformity Checks:  VideoReDo's internal MPEG2 encoder checks
to insure that the bit stream it is encoding conforms to the MPEG2 Main Profile. If your
bit stream exceeds the parameters in the main profile, VideoReDo will warn you that
you are editing a video that is out of MPEG specification and will not proceed with the
edits. Check this box to disable these checks.

Ignore Transport Stream Maps: When a transport stream is opened, VideoReDo
attempts to determine the available programs in the stream by processing the stream's
program maps (PAT and PMT packets). Many broadcasters either omit these packets
or send them with incorrect information. This can cause VideoReDo to not detect all the
video and audio streams in the file. Checking this options disables the processing of
these sections. Instead VideoReDo scans the first 10,000 packets of the file and tries to
decipher what program contents are present. The disadvantage of disabling this feature
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is that the program does not always pick up each and every stream, especially
secondary audio streams. The preferred mode is to leave this enabled unless your
particular transport captures open with missing audio or video streams.

Encoder Quality: This parameter determines the level of quality used by the
VideoReDo MPEG encoder. The quality determines the video rate of the frames which
are encoded at cut points and during GOP reduction if you have selected to perform that
function. Your choices are:

· Auto: The bitrate is set the bit rate of the current GOP being cut / recoded. This
option is best used when outputting transport streams since a consistent bit rate is
critical to avoid PTS underflows.

· High: The default setting, optimizes the quality over speed and bit rate.
Occasionally this setting can result in frames of high bit rates that may exceed the
maximum bit rate for the file. One symptom of this is a high number of PTS
underflows during output. Setting a lower encoder quality will reduce the encoders
target bit rate and reduce the possibility of PTS underflows. At its highest setting
the encoder's target bit rate is the bit rate specified in the MPEG header. Often
this bit rate can be much larger than the actual bit rate. For example, all DVB
broadcasts use an MPEG header bit rate of 15 Mbps, but the video bit rate may
only be 3-6 Mbps. In this case, using the Auto or Low setting may be more
appropriate.

The bit rate for the file is reported on the Tools>Show Program Info dialog  and
may be changed using the Output Options dialog .

· Medium: At medium, the quality / bit rate is 2/3rds of the MPEG header bit rate.
· Low: At low, the quality / bit rate is 1/2 of the MPEG header bit rate.

Output Stream Parameters:The following options deal with how video packets are
packetized to form a program stream. A program is made up of one or more
elementary streams where an elementary stream represents a contiguous stream of
audio or video data. The bytes from each of these elementary streams are broken up
into fix sized packets with each packet marked whether it belongs to an audio stream or
video stream. Some of these packets are marked with a time stamp known as the
"Presentation Time Stamp" (PTS) so that when played back, the audio and video are
synchronized. The default options supplied by the program should not have to be
changed.

Start Video Frame In New Packet: If checked, a new packet will be started each time
a new video frame is encountered.  This option should be used when VideoReDo's
output is intended to be used with other video editors or programs that might require the
files to be in a particular format.

Add Padding To Short Packets: This option is only used when video frames are
packet aligned. Elementary stream packets are normally fixed length except when they
are truncated early due to packet alignment. When checked, padding data is inserted
into the program stream to preserve a constant overall file bit rate. There is no program
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content in these padding packets. Checking this option (along with the video frame
alignment) can increase file size by 5% to 10%.

Align Packet Data To Word Boundary (DigiTV): Some software players such as the
Nebula-DigiTV player require MPEG streams with certain internal packet alignment.
You should only need to check this option when you intend for your videos to be played
one on of these players. Otherwise, you will be wasting bytes within the file. 

Output PTS With Each Video Frame: Program time stamps are used to synchronize
audio and video streams. By default all audio packets are marked with a time stamp.
When checked, each video frame is marked with a timestamp. When not checked, only
GOP frames have a timestamp. Leaving this box checked increases the output file by
less than 800KB per hour of video.

Output PS Pack Header With All Packets: Program Stream Pack Headers (PS
Packets) are used to keep the internal clock of the playback device (e.g. DVD player) in
synchronization with the time stamps inside the program stream file. When checked,
every elementary stream packet is preceded by PS packet. When not checked, only
elementary stream packets with time stamps (PTS) are preceded by a PS packet.
Checking this box adds 1-2% to the output file size.

Program Stream Packet Length: This is the length of the fix-length program stream
stream packets (PES). There are two different sizes, one for MPEG2 and another for
MPEG1  The MPEG2 value should be increased to 2304 for an SVCD compliant file.
The default value of 2028 is the standard for DVD compliant program streams. The
MPEG1 size of 2324 is the VCD standard and is recommended for all MPEG1
situations.

Multiplexor Audio Lag Msec: When a program stream is written by VideoReDo, the
audio data typically trails a frame by a fixed amount of time. This parameter tells
VideoReDo's internal multiplexor how long after the video frame is written to write out
the audio frame. The default value of 20 msec should be sufficient for most situations.

Note: This parameter does NOT affect audio / video synchronization. It only
changes the location of the audio packets in the program stream relative to their
corresponding video packets.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.16.4 Playback Devices

  Playback Devices
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This dialog is used to optimize the playback of your videos program while editing.  It
does not affect, in any way, the format or quality of your saved edits.

Video Display Options:

Deinterlace On: If checked, VideoReDo will de-interlace the video display. Interlaced
video can cause lines to appear on screen, especially during scenes with lots of fast
moving action. Deinterlacing removes these artifacts with a very slight (usually un-
noticeable) loss of display quality.

Interlaced Video De-Interlaced Video

Use Video Card YUV Acceleration: This option enables causes VideoReDo to
request that your video card convert the MPEG signal from its native YUV format to the
computer screen's RGB format. Most modern video cards support YUV hardware
acceleration.  Choosing this option will often result in a slightly better picture quality, and
will reduce the CPU usage of VideoReDo by 5% to 15%.  If you select this option, but
VideoReDo is unable to take advantage of this feature, then VideoReDo will revert,
temporarily, to non-accelerated mode.  A message indicating this has happened is
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written to the log file. For slower machines CPUs (less than 1GHz), enabling YUV
acceleration can have a dramatic improvement of VideoReDo's interactive response.

Note: If VideoReDo detects that you are editing HD material it will attempt to
automatically enable YUV acceleration regardless of this setting.

If you have multiple monitors on your system, you might want to disable the YUV
acceleration mode as VideoReDo only supports YUV acceleration on the primary
monitor.  You will not be able to see your video picture on other monitors when using this
mode.

Displayed Aspect Ratio: Use parameter to force the video to display at a particular
aspect ratio. In "Auto" mode (the default), VideoReDo will set the displayed aspect ratio
according to the first sequence header found in the file. If the aspect ratio switches in the
middle of the file, the displayed picture will not look correct in parts of the file. This
parameter can be used to lock in a setting regardless of the file's aspect ratio.

Note: This parameter does NOT affect the output aspect ratio. That can only be
changed on the Output Options  dialog.

Audio Device:

Use default WAVE: There are two types of sound drivers on Windows system, WAVE
and DirectSound. You might want to experiment which driver sounds the best for your
system.  In most situations, the WAVE driver is the "safer" choice as this driver usually
has a lower latency.  The latency is defined as the time from when the program asks the
driver to output a sound and it is eventually heard by the user. When using the WAVE
driver, VideoReDo's volume control affects the volume of all applications on your
system. However, some newer devices especially external USB and Firewire sound
devices, may not come equipped with WAVE drivers.

Use DirectSound drivers: If you can use the DirectSound drivers you should see a
couple of advantages over WAVE drivers.  (1) You will be able to select the specific
device to playback your audio.  This can be a real advantage for systems with multiple
sound cards or audio devices.  (2) VideoReDo's volume control is limited to adjusting
the volume of the current MPEG program.  In fact, you can have multiple VideoReDo
instances open each playing a video program at a different volume.

The problem with DirectSound is that some older sound card drivers introduce very high
( > 100 Msec) latency in the audio. In this is the case, you will have to revert to WAVE-
based audio.

Edit Without Audio: If there is no audio device on your system enable this option to
allow VideoReDo to open the file. This option may be useful if you are editing over a
remote keyboard / display connection where the audio is severely delayed or a remote
link audio driver is not available.
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Swap LPCM Audio Bytes: Enable this option if you are editing LPCM audio and the
sound does not play properly. Some programs will reverse the order of the audio bytes
in a sound track. This option will compensate for that behavior.

Warn User to check the device settings: When you first run VideoReDo after
installation you may receive a warning message to set the options on this page for
optimum playback performance.  Clear this checkbox so that the warning message
does not display.

 
VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.16.5 Start Up

  Start Up
 

This dialog is to control the behavior of VideoReDo each time it starts.

Check For Updated Version At Startup: If checked, VideoReDo will poll the
VideoReDo web site to determine if there is a later version of the software available
and inform you when there is one. 

Days Between Checks: VideoReDo will check the web site for a new version at most
once per day.  You can increase the time between checks by setting this field to a
higher number of days.

Ask For Permission Before Accessing The Internet: When checked, VideoReDo 
will ask you if its OK to access the internet. This option is useful if you have an internal
firewall blocking requests from unauthorized programs.  All version request checks are
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made using the HTTP protocol over Port 80, just like your web browser.  Other than
performing version checks, VideoReDo performs no other internet access.

Background Graphic: Use this option to customize the background of VideoReDo's
main edit screen.  You can choose from one of five different dynamic and pleasing
backgrounds.

Solid Color: Click on this radio button to have VideoReDo use a solid color
background.  Then, press the "Select Color" button to choose a color.

Log File Folder: This edit box can be used to change the location of the log file. The
log file folder contains the VideoReDo.log file and other supporting files, such as the
VideoReDo.VPrj file and the batch queue file.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.16.6 File Types

  File Types
 

This dialog lets you setup and maintain the relationship between file types and
VideoReDo. File types are defined as the text that appears after the period in a
filename. For example, MPEG program streams usually have a file type of ".mpg" or
".mpeg". When a file type is associated with a program, Windows will let you
automatically open the file by double-clicking or right-clicking on the filename in the file
explorer.  When you install VideoReDo it does not by default associate any files with
itself.  You need to use this dialog to create those associations.
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The File Types parameter page shows all the file types that are being related to
VideoReDo. Notice that the file types are all in lower case and the leading period is not
 included.  Next to each file type are three check boxes:

· File Open: When checked, files of this type will be displayed as a supported file
type in the File Open dialog.

· Project Open: When checked, files of this type will be displayed as supported file
type in the Project Open dialog.

· Associate: When checked, Files of these types will be marked as being
associated with VideoReDo in the windows shell. This means you can
automatically open and edit files of these types simply by double clicking on them.

Checkboxes can be toggled on or off by simply clicking on them.

Add New File Type: Type the new file type into the "Add New File Type" edit box and
click on "Add Entry". This will add the file type to the list.

Register File Associations:
Automatically On Program Start: When checked, each time VideoReDo starts it will
re-register with Windows all the file types marked with a checkbox. This option is useful
if other programs compete with VideoReDo for the same file association.

Now: Click this button to immediately register the file types marked for association.

To delete an existing file type from the list: Double-click on the file type entry.
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1.2.16.7 Chapter Marks

  Chapter Marks
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VideoReDo has the capability of creating chapter files suitable for import directly into
DVD authoring programs. A chapter file can created either by clicking on File > Save
Chapter File, or automatically everytime a file is saved. The parameters on this options
page control the format and types of chapter marks created.

Chapter Marks: This section determines the location of the chatper marks. There are
three non-exclusive options. You may select any combination of the three location
methods:
At Cut Points: The method will create a chapter marker at each cut point in the file.

At Scene Markers: Checking this option will cause chapters to be created at each
scene marker.

Use Equal Spacing: Create chapter markers at equally spaced intervals.

Minimum Chapter Interval Secs: This value resolves conflicts between the various
methods listed above by preventing chapter markers from appearing too close together.

Output Format: This section is used to specify the chapter filename, file format.

Automatically Create A Chapter File: Check this box to have VideoReDo save a
chapter file each time a file is output. If this box is not checked, chapter files can only be
created by explicitly saving them from the file menu.

File Type: This option offers two choices:
1. Text File: The chapter file will be a text file with one line per chapter according to

the format you specify below.
2. DVDAuthor XML File: DVDAuthor is a free open source DVD authoring tool

which can be run from the command line. One option is to accept parameter
input via an XML file. This option will create a DVDAuthor XML file with the
chapter markers properly formatted.
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Output File: This text box contains a template that is used to build the chapter filename.
. The "%F" substitution will substitutes the output filename at the desired location. The
chapter file is always created in the same folder as the output file.

Exam
ple:

Output
mpeg file:

 
c:
\temp\myVideo.mpg

 Template:  %F_chapter.txt

 
Chapter file

name:
 myVideo_chapter.txt

Line Format: This text box contains the template this is used to format each line in the
chapter file. There are three substitution strings:

1. %T - substitutes the time code. The Timecode format is determined by the
selection box below.

2. %N - Frame number. Please note that the frame number is the displayed frame
number and not the input frame number. The displayed frame number can be
different when the program employes 3:2 pulldown material.

3. %C - Chapter number: A sequential number which will range from 1 to the total
number of generated chapters.

Exam
ple:

Template: Output:

%T 00:30:10.22

Chapter %C,
Frame: %N

Chapter 5, Frame: 35721

Timecode: Use this select box to choose the timecode format that is appropriate for
your DVD Authoring program. Choose from one of these formats:

· HH:MM:SS
:ff

· HH:MM:SS
;ff

· HH:MM:SS
:hh

· HH:MM:SS
;hh

· HH:MM:SS
· H:MM:SS.ff

HH = Hours
MM = Minutes
SS = seconds
ff = frame number (0 to one less than number of
frames / second).
hh = hundredths of a second
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1.2.16.8 Audio Alerts

  Audio Alerts
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This options dialog is used to set the sound that VideoReDo when it has completed
outputting your edits.

Upon Output Completion Play Sound: This selection box lets you specify when a
sound should be played. Options are:

Never: Don't play audio when output is
complete.

Interactive
Only:

Only play audio on output complete
only when VideoReDo is running in
an interactive mode.

Interactive and
Batch:

Play a sound whenever an output
file is created.

External WAV File: Enter or lookup a WAV Filename. Press the button to the right of
the edit box to search for an existing WAV file on your system.

VideoReDo Plus Help - © 2003-2018 DRDSystems, Inc.

1.2.17 License Agreement

SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT

IMPORTANT - PLEASE READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS
SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO INSTALL
“VIDEOREDO™” or “VIDEOREDO Plus™”. DRD SYSTEMS, INC. (“DRD”) IS WILLING
TO LICENSE VIDEOREDO™ SOFTWARE TO YOU AS THE INDIVIDUAL WHO WILL
BE USING THE SOFTWARE (“YOU”) ONLY ON THE CONDITION THAT YOU
ACCEPT ALL THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT. THIS IS A LEGAL AND
ENFORCEABLE CONTRACT BETWEEN YOU AND DRD. BY CLICKING THE
“ACCEPT” BUTTON YOU AGREE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS
AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS
AGREEMENT, CLICK THE “I DO NOT ACCEPT” BUTTON, AND DO NOT ATTEMPT
TO INSTALL THE SOFTWARE.

1. Grant of License. Subject to the terms of this Agreement, DRD hereby grants to you
a non-exclusive and non-transferable license (without any right to sublicense) to install (i)
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the VideoReDo™ software program in machine-readable object code form contained
in the media (the “Program”), (ii) the associated written documentation provided by
DRD (the “Documentation”), and (iii) any updates, revisions or upgrades of the Program
or the Documentation provided to you by DRD (each an “Update”) (the Program, the
Documentation and any Update are collectively referred to as the “Software”). If you
receive replacement or backup media containing the Program, you may only use it to in
fact replace the primary media and may not transfer the original media to any other
individual or computer. All rights not expressly granted to you herein are hereby
reserved by DRD.

2. Scope of Use. You shall not, nor permit any party to: (i) use or make the Software
available for the benefit of any third party, including without limitation, in an outsourcing
or timesharing arrangement, or in the operation of a service bureau; (ii) sell, rent, loan,
lease, sublicense, distribute, or otherwise transfer the Software to any person, firm, or
entity; (iii) copy the Software, except you may make one copy of the Program in object
code form as supplied, solely for backup or archival purposes; (iv) modify, adapt,
translate, decompile, disassemble, make any attempt to discover the source code of
the Software, or create derivative works from the Software; (v) use the Software in any
manner not authorized by this license; or (vi) publish or distribute any Software access
or registration keys. Portions of the Software may not be used independently of the
Software. The Software may not be used concurrently on more than one computer or
processor unless you purchase additional licenses for each additional concurrent user.
You may use the Software on more than one computer or processor to which you have
access, provided that you are doing so for your sole use. If you use or distribute the
Software on a network, or multiple computers or workstations, you must acquire and
dedicate a license for the Software for each user to whom the Software is distributed or
by whom the Software is used. The Software may not be shared or used by different
users without a separate license for each user. In the event that you provide a different
user with any access to the Software, such user must obtain a separate license
agreement.

3. Ownership. This is a license agreement and not an agreement for sale. Al l
worldwide Intellectual Property Rights that are embodied in or related to the Software
are, and at all times shall remain, the sole and exclusive property of DRD, whether or not
specifically recognized or protected under local laws. For purposes of this Agreement,
the term “Intellectual Property Rights” means, collectively, rights under patent,
trademark, copyright and trade secret laws, and any other intellectual property or
proprietary rights recognized in any country or jurisdiction worldwide, including, without
limitation, moral rights and similar rights. You may not delete, alter, cover, or distort any
copyright, trademark, or other proprietary rights notice placed by DRD on or in the
Software.

4. Disclaimer of Warranty. The Software is licensed to you on an “AS IS” basis without
any warranty whatsoever. No services, training, support or maintenance is provided to
you by DRD under this Agreement. DRD EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ALL
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, NOT EXPRESSLY STATED IN THIS
SECTION 4, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTY OF TITLE,
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INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. Some jurisdictions do not permit the exclusion of implied warranties, so the
above exclusions may not apply to you.

5. Limitation of Liability. IN NO EVENT SHALL DRD BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY
THIRD PARTY FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING INDIRECT,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES FOR
LOSS OF PROFITS OR DATA, EVEN IF DRD HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN NO EVENT SHALL DRD’S LIABILITY
EXCEED THE PURCHASE PRICE OF A PRODUCT THAT GAVE RISE TO A CLAIM.
IN NO EVENT SHALL DRD BE LIABLE FOR YOUR COST OF PROCURING
SUBSTITUTE GOODS. Some jurisdictions may not allow the limitation of certain
damages, so the above limitations may not apply to you.

6. Export Restrictions. You agree to comply at all times with the provisions of all
applicable laws and regulations regarding export controls or technology transfer
restrictions of any applicable jurisdiction, including without limitation those of the United
States Departments of Commerce and State.

7. General Provisions. This Agreement and its license shall automatically terminate
upon failure by you to comply with any of its terms. Following any such termination, you
shall immediately destroy all Software and registration keys in your possession. This
Agreement will be governed by the laws in force in the state of New Jersey , excluding
its conflict of law rules, and exclusive venue for any litigation shall be in New Jersey .
This Agreement will not be governed by the United Nations Convention on Contracts for
the International Sale of Goods, the application of which is expressly excluded. If any
part of this Agreement is found void and unenforceable, it will not affect the validity of the
balance of the Agreement, which shall remain valid and enforceable according to its
terms. This Agreement may only be modified in a writing referencing this Agreement
and duly signed by an authorized officer of DRD. This Agreement constitutes the entire
agreement between you and DRD relating to the Software, and supersedes any prior
purchase order, communications, advertising or representations concerning the
Software.
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